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1. INTRODUCTION 
Johnson and Parrott [7] have proven that if d c B(H) is a von 
Neumann algebra that does not contain as a direct summand certain type 
II, factors (like those generated by the regular representation of the free 
group on two generators) and if 6 is a derivation from d into the compact 
operators of B(H), then 6 is implemented by a compact operator. 
The norm closed two sided ideal f(B) generated by the finite projec- 
tions of a von Neumann algeb’ra B behaves somewhat like the ideal of 
compact operators of B(H) (see [ 1, 8,9]). It is thus natural to ask for 
which unital subalgebras d of 5?t? is any derivation from LX!’ into 2(B) 
implemented by an element of y(B). 
We have found that this is the case when d contains the center of !3? and 
is either abelian or properly infinite. As in [7] the abelian case is the 
crucial one. 
We encountered two main difficulties: the presence of the center of 3? 
and the fact that the key property in Johnson and Parrott’s proof (i.e., if Q, 
is a sequence of mutually orthogonal projections and Tel?(H) then 
11 Q, TQJ > LX > 0 for all n implies that T is not compact) fails to generalize 
to the case in which g is of Type II,. We have had to substitute this 
property with the generalized Hilbert characterization of f(g) in terms of 
B-relative weak vector convergence (see [9] and Section 2). 
Finally we have considered derivations from d into the two-sided (but 
not norm-closed) ideals C,(&?, z) = a n Lp(B, z) (1 d p < CO) for a given 
faithful semifinite normal trace z on g. We have obtained the analogue of 
the above mentioned results in this setting without asking the condition 
that the center of B is contained in ~2 and with a much simpler proof. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let 2 be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, let 2” = SY n B” 
be its center and let Y(B) be the set of projections of g’. Let j(B) (the 
compact elements of G?) be the norm-closed two-sided ideal generated by 
the finite projections of B and let rc: SI -g/f(a) be the canonical 
homomorphism onto the generalized Calkin algebra. We shall mainly use 
the following two characterizations of f(B): 
(*) BE 2(W) iff for every E > 0 the spectral projection xle, [a, co) of 
IBI = (B*B)“2 is finite (see Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 2.6 [8]). 
(**) Let B be semifinite. Then BE y(g) iff for every sequence x, E H 
such that x, +JRWO we have IIBx,I/ -+O. We say that x, +ORW~, i.e., x, 
converges a-relatively weakly to x, if sup llx,,ll < co and for all finite 
PE.!??(&~) we have IIP(x,-x)1( -+O (see Definition 1, Theorem 7 [9]). 
The proof of Proposition 3 a9] provides a technique for constructing 
99R W converging sequences. We shall refine it in the following Lemma 
needed in Theorem 4. Let x E H, then we denote by w, the functional on s?‘, 
o,(B) = (Bx, x). Let Q E Y(B), then we denote by &?o the restriction to QH 
of QBQ. We shall identify SIBS with QBQ. 
LEMMA 1. Let 98 be a semifinite algebra, let Q, E S?‘(g) and x0 E Q, H be 
such that o, is a faithful trace on SJQO. Assume there are Q,, EC!?(B), 
F, E 9’(%?) and U, E %? for n = 1,2 ,..., such that the projections Q, are 
mutually orthogonal and Q, = U, U,*, QoF,, = U,*U, for all n (i.e., 
Q,-Q,F,,). Let x,= U,F,,x,. Then x, jtiRWO. 
Proof: We can assume without loss of generality that C,“= 1 Qn = I. Let 
z be a faithful semifinite normal (fsn) trace on %?+ that agrees on BQo with 
0,“. Then for all BE 9?& we have 
z(B) = T( U, U,*BU, U,*) 
= z(U;U,, U,*BU,) 
= r(QoF, U,*BU,FnQo) 
= o.q,(Fn U,*BU,F,,) 
= QTJB). 
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Let PEP(~) be any finite projection. Then by Lemma 1 [ 111 there is a 
central decomposition of the identity C, E r E, = I, E, E B(d), E, E,, = 0 for 
y # y’ such that z(PE,) < cc for all y E r. Then 
z(f’E,) = f ~(Q,PE,Q,, 
fl=l 
= nz, s(QnPE,Qn) 
=.,z, I/PE,x,ll*< 00 
whence 11 PE,x,II -+ 0 for all y E I’. Let E > 0 and let A c f be a finite index 
set such that C, $,, l)Eyx,l/* < E. Then for all n, 
;& I/P-+,11* = c !I+ KFn’,x,ll* 
?$A 
= .#?A IlPW’nE,xol12 
d 1 IlE,~,ll* <E 
?*A 
Thus IIP~nll*~C~tn II PE,x,II 2 + E whence 11 Px,ll -+ 0, which completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
We shall also need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let T$ f(B), then there is an CI > 0 and a 0 # E E Y(9) such 
thatfor euery O#FE.Y(Z’) with F<E we have )lx(TF)II >c1. 
Proqf: Let CI = t IIn( T)ll # 0 and let G be the sum of a maximal family of 
mutually orthogonal central projections G, such that liz( TG,)ll < CI. Then 
Il4Wll = sup,. II4TG,)II G ~1, hence G#I. Let E=Z-G and let 
0 #FE P(Z) with F< E. Since FG = 0, by the maximality of the family we 
have lirc( TF)/I > a. Q.E.D. 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON DERIVATIONS 
Let d be a unital von Neumann subalgebra of 93 and let 6 be a 
relatively compact derivation, (i.e., 6: & + f(g) is a linear map such that 
6(AB) =6(A) B+A 6(B) for all A and B in &). For every Tef(@) the 
map ad T: J&’ + f(g) defined by ad T(A) = AT - TA for A E & is clearly a 
relatively compact derivation. The main result of this paper is (see 
Theorems 4 and 11) that if .Z c .r;4 and d is either abelian or properly 
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infinite, then every relatively compact derivation arises in this way (i.e., 
coincides with ad T for some TE f(g)). 
When 3 c d it is easy to see that for all EE P(9) we have 6(E) = 0, 
whence s(Z)= (0). Th en the restriction 6, of 6 to dEc BE is still a 
relatively compact derivation 
6,: cd- + Ey(98) E = ,$(W,). 
This enables us to consider separately the pure-type summands of 39. If 99 
is finite then f(8) = 93 and 6 = ad T for some TE &? (see Theorem 5.1 
[2]). If 98 is purely infinite then f(B) = (0) and hence 6 = ad 0. Thus we 
need consider only the case of B being properly infinite and semilinite. 
The case when d is abelian is crucial because it provides the following 
explicit way to find an operator TEB implementing the derivation. 
For the rest of this section let d be any unital abelian subalgebra of 98 and 
6: d -+ .%9 be any derivation. Let @ be the unitary group of d and M be a 
given invariant mean on a’, i.e., a linear functional on the algebra of boun- 
ded complex-valued functions on @ such that 
(i) For all real L inf{f(U) 1 UE%!} <Mfd sup{f( U) 1 UE@} 
(ii) For all VE@, Mf,=MS, wheref,(V)=f(UV) for VE%. 
Thus A4 is bounded and lMf/ d sup{ IS( (/)I I UE %!} for all f (see [6] for 
the existence and properties of AY). 
For each 4 E B* (the predual of 39) the map 
is linear and bounded and hence defines an element TE (g.,.)* =62?. 
Explicitly, 
c$( T) = A4& U*6( U)) for all q3 E .%9* 
The same easy computation as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 [7] shows that 
6 = ad T. Notice that for all BE &? the map 
defines an element E(B) which clearly belongs to .d’n 39. Moreover it is 
easy to see that E is a conditional expection (i.e., a projection of norm one) 
from 93 onto &‘n g (see Sect. 4 [S]). With the above notations we have 
LEMMA 3. (a) Let 6 = ad S for some SE &I. Then E(S) = 0 iff S = T 
(b) 6 = -6* $f T= T*. 
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Proof (a) Let 4 E 9?*, then we have 
d(T)=M&U* ad T(U)) 
= IV&T- U*TU) 
=9(T)-cW(T)) 
whence &E(T)) = 0 for all 4 E 99* and hence E(T) = 0. Conversely, if 
adS=ad T we have ad(T-S)=O, i.e., T-S~d’n9 hence 
T-S=E(T-S)=E(T)-E(S)=O. 
(b) Recall that 6*(A) = 6(A*)*. Then (ad T)* = ad( - T*) and since 
E( T*) = E(T)* = 0 the thesis follows from (a). Q.E.D. 
Let us add that since any (compact) derivation is the sum of a self- 
adjoint and a skew-adjoint (compact) derivation, we can always assume 
without loss of generality that 6 = A*. 
4. THE ABELIAN CASE 
THEOREM 4. Let d be a unital abelian von Neumann subalgebra of $9 
containing the center d of a. For every derivation 6: d -+ y(g) there is a 
TE f(g) such that 6 = ad T. 
Before we give the proof, we need some lemmas and reductions. We have 
seen in Section 3 that given an invariant mean A4 on a there is a unique 
TE &? such that 6 = ad T and E(T) = 0. We are going to prove that 
TE f(g). Reasoning by contradiction assume that T+%(9). Our proof 
requires several reductions to the restricted derivation 6,: z& + B(z~~) for 
some 0 # E E P(9). To simplify notations we shall assume each time that 
E= I. 
Let us start by noticing that if Qi~.P’(~) for i= 1,2, Q,Qz =0 and 
P=Q,+Q, then 
pTP= i QiTQ, + HQ,) Ql + d(Q,) Qz 
i= 1 
hence 
i n(QiTQi) =my ll~(QiTQ;)ll. 
i= I II 
LEMMA 5. Let P = Ql + Q2 be as above. Then there is a largest central 
projection [Q,, Q2] such that for every GEY(~Y) with G< [Ql, Q2], we 
have lI4Q, TQI G)II = II4PTWII. 
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Proof: Let $= (GEM 1 I17c(QiTQiG)ll = IIx(PTPG)I(} and &‘= 
{EE.P(JY) Iif GEM and G<E then GEM,}. Since IJTc(PTPG)JI = 
maxi l/rc(Q,TQiG)ll for all GEM, we see that 9,u’&=P(%o). Notice 
that d is hereditary (i.e., E E d and FE 9(d), F< E imply FE ~9’). 
Let [Q,, Q2] = sup &. We have only to prove that [Q, , Q2] E 6’. Let 
E = C, E, be the sum of a maximal collection of mutually orthogonal pro- 
jections E, E 6. Then for every FE 6 we have ( [Ql, Q2] - E) F= 0 because 
of the maximality of the collection and the hereditariness of 8’. Then 
[Ql, Q2] = E. Consider now any GE 9’(T), G 6 E, then G = C, GE, and 
since GE, < E, E 6, we have Iln( Q, TQ1 GE,)11 = IIz( PTPGE,)lj for all y. 
Since rr(Q1 TQl G)(resp. rc( PTPG)) is the direct sum of the n(Q, TQ, GE,) 
(resp. x(PTPGE,)), then we have 
MQ, TQ, G)ll = SUP MQl TQ1GE;,Nl 
= sup IIx( PTPGE,.) I/ 
;’ 
= II4f’TWII 
whence G E %]. Since G d E is arbitrary, we have E = [Ql , Q2] E d which 
completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 6. For every Q E P(d) define [Q] = [Q, I- Q] to be the 
central projection given by Lemma 5. Set 
P= (PC??(d) ( [P]=Z}. 
Thus PEP iff Jln(PTPG)II = IIx(TG)II f or all GE P(3). We collect several 
properties of [IQ] in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. (a) If Q,Q*=O wirh Q;E~(&‘) then Z-[Q,,Q,]< 
L-Q22 Q,l. 
(b) If Q, GQ2 with Q,~p(4 then [Q,l< [Q21. 
(c) If Q<P with QE~(&), PEP then [Q]=[Q,P-Q] and 
I- [Ql d Cf’- PI. 
/f n( TE) # 0 for all 0 # E E s(Z) then the following hold: 
(d) IfE~9(3) then E= [El. 
(e) If Q~pC.59) then [QI d c(Q), h w ere c(Q) is the central support 
of Q. 
Proof: (a) Using the notations of the proof of Lemma 5 we have to 
show that for every GEP(P’), G <Z- [Q,, Q,] we have GEY*. Let F be 
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the sum C, FY of a maximal collection of mutually orthogonal projections 
of c!& that are majorized by G. Then 
= S;P lb((Q, + Qd T(Ql+ Qd &;,I1 
= lM(Ql + QJ VQl + QJ F)ll 
whence FE 4. By the maximality of the collection, 0 < G - F does not 
majorize any nonzero projection of 4 and since P(Z) = 9, u y, any cen- 
tral projection G’ 6 G-F must be in Yr. By definition of 8, this implies 
that G-FE& whence G-F< [Q,, QJ. On the other hand, G-F<G< 
I- [Q r, QJ and hence G = FE 4 which completes the proof. 
(b) Let GEP(~) and G< [Q,l. Then ll~(TG)/l = lln(QITQIG)ll 6 
Ilrc(Q,rQzG)ll d IIn(TG)II whence equality holds and [Q,] < [Q2] by the 
maximality of [Q2]. 
(c) [Q, P - Q] is maximal under the condition: if G E P(Z) and 
G 6 [Q, P - Q] then 
II~(QTQG)ll =IIdf’~WII = IldTG)ll 
which is the same condition defining [Q, I- Q] = [Q]. Thus [Q] = 
[Q,P-Q]. Applying this to P-Q we have [P-Q]=[P-,Q,Q] and 
thus by (a) we have [P-Q]>Z-[Q,P-Q]=Z-[Q]. 
(d) Let F, EEP(ZZ’) then IIx(ETEF)II = IIz(7’EF)I~. This implies that 
if F<E, then F< [E] so E6 [E] and if F= [El-E< [E] then 
0= li7c(ETEF)II = IIx(7’F)II whence E= [El. 
(e) Follows at once from (b) and (d). Q.E.D. 
The condition that llrt( 7’E)Il # 0 for all 0 # E E .Y(LT) is of course 
meaningless unless g is properly infinite. Hence we may assume without 
loss of generality (see Sect. 3, Lemma 2, and beginning statements of the 
proof of Theorem 4) that: 
(1) 9I is properly infinite and semifinite. 
(2) There is an a>0 such that IIx(TE)II >a for all O+EE~(LT). 
Under these conditions we obtain our key lemma. 
LEMMA 8. 9’ contains no minimal projections. 
ProoJ Let P E 9’. We claim that there is a Q E 9’(d) with Q < P such 
that Q[Q] # P[Q]. Indeed assuming to the contrary that for all 
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QeP(&), Q 6 P we have Q[Q] = P[Q], we shall find a contradiction. 
Let Q E P(zIP) be arbitrary, then P- Q 6 P which implies 
(P-Q,CP-Ql=P[P-Ql, h ence Q[P-Q] =O. By Lemma 7(c), 
Q(Z- [Q]) =0 and hence Q = Q[Q] = P[Q]. Thus Q EcP(~‘~) which 
implies that ~4~ =2’,, since z c ~4. In particular for all U E 62 there is an 
52~ 3 such that UP= SZP. If q5~93*, then also B-+ &PBP)ES?.+, and 
hence 
f$( PTP) = MqqPU*6( U)) P) 
= Md(PTP - PU* TUP) 
= Md(PTP- PsZ*T.L?P) 
= M&PTP - sZ*s2PTP) 
= 0. 
Since q5 is arbitrary we have PTP = 0, whence 0 = I(7cPTPII = l/ltTil which is 
against the assumption that T$y(SS). 
Therefore there is a QE~(@‘), Q< P such that Q[Q] # P[Q]. Then 
[Q] ~0, hence Q#O, and by Lemma 7(e), Q[Q] #O. Let 
f”=Q[Ql+(P-Q)(I- tQ1,. 
Then 0 # P’ $ P and since 3 C d, P’ E d and is clearly a projection. Now 
for all E E P(a), using Lemma 7(c) we have 
Il4f”TP’E)II =max{ ll4QTQCQl E)Il, ll4(f’- Q) T(p- QM- [Ql) E)lI > 
= maxi IIG‘TQI EN IIGV- [Ql) WI > 
= Ib(TE)II 
whence P’ E 9. Thus P is not minimal in 9. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. There is a decreasing net P, E Y(d) with lim, P, = 0 and a 
projection 0 #EEL??(~) such that for all F< E, FEL’?(~) we have 
Il4f’,TP,F)II = 114TF)lI. 
Proof: Let %’ = { p,} be a maximal (downward directed) chain in 9 and 
let P, = inf, p,,, then P, = B, - P, decreases to 0. P, 4 9 since otherwise by 
the maximality of g, P, would be a minimal element of 9 against Lemma 
8. Thus E = I- [PO] # 0 and by Lemma 7(c), E< [P, -P,] = [P,] for all 
y, whence the thesis. Q.E.D. 
Without loss of generality we can further assume that for the net in 
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Lemma 9, the projection E = I. This in turn implies that [P,] = Z, i.e., 
P, E 9’. Thus we assume that 
(3) There is a net (P,} c 9 decreasing to zero. 
By Lemma 3 and the succeeding remarks we can also assume that 
(4) T= T*. 
LEMMA 10. Let PEY and R, =~&a, a;,), R2=xp& -00, -a], 
where xpTp( ) denotes the spectral measure of the self-adjoint operator PTP. 
Then there is an E, EJ!?(~), with E, = I- E, such that RiEi are properly 
infinite and c( Ri E;) = Ej for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let R=R,+R,=xlpTp,[ tl, co) and let F # 0 be any central pro- 
jection. If RF were finite, we would have 
II4TF)II = lIn(PTPF)II 
= I(n(PTP(Z- R) F)ll 
= Iln(lPTPI (I- RI F)Il 
<cc 
against assumption (2). Thus RF is infinite and nonzero. Hence R is 
properly infinite and c(R) = Z. Now let E, be the maximal central projec- 
tion majorized by c(R,), such that R, E, is properly infinite. Then 
c(R, E,) = E, and R,(Z- E,) is finite, hence R,(Z- E,) = R,E, is properly 
infinite and c( R, E2) = E,. Q.E.D. 
This lemma is a stronger version of property (*) in Section 2, due to the 
additional assumptions (2), (4). 
End of the Proof of Theorem 4. Take any 0 # Q, E P(g) such that go,, 
has a faithful trace w, with x0 E QoZ-Z and assume llxOll = 1. Let P, E 9, 
y E Z be the net decreasing to zero of assumption (3). We are going to con- 
struct inductively a sequence y, E Z, F” E.G?(%), Qn EP(~), U, partial 
isometries in a, x, E H such that 
(a) U,U,*=Q,,, WU,=QJ,,, i.e., Q,-Q,F,, 
(b) xn = u,Fnxo~ QnH 
(c) QnQ,=O for n#m 
(d) y,>y, (hence P,“<Ppy,) for n>m 
(e) QnGp,, 
(f) llPYn+,x,/l < l/n 
(8) I(Txm x,)1 Z 42. 
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The induction can be started with an arbitrary P,; assume we have the 
construction for y1- 1. Let us apply Lemma 10 to P = P,” and obtain 
Ei E Y(Z?‘), R, E g’(a) for i = 1,2 as defined there. Then 
Let F,, be (any of) the projection E, or E, for which 11 Eix,l12 > $ and let i 
be the corresponding index. Then R,F,, is properly infinite by Lemma 10 
and has central support F,,. Now Q, is finite having a finite faithful trace 
0 xg, hence so is QjmFjQo < Q, for 1 <j<n-- 1 and (c;$ Q,) Fn. Let 
S,=inf{R,F,,, (Z-x,::,’ Qj) F,}. By the parallelogram law (see Corollary 
1, Sect. 1.1.111 41) applied to F,, we have that 
whence R,F,, - S, is finite and hence S, is properly infinite and c(S,) = F,. 
Since Q0 F, is finite and c( Q0 F,,) < F,, we have Q, F,, < S, (see Proposition 
1.39, V, [12]), i.e., there is a partial isometry U,E~ and a Q,,EY(~), 
Qn <S, such that (a) holds. Let x,, be defined by (b) and choose yn+ 1 > yn 
so that (d) and (f) hold. -Since Q, < R,< PYm we have (e), since 
Qn 6 (I-CTZ; Qj) Fn we have (c). Finally x,= Rix,= Pynxn hence (g) 
follows from 
I(TX,? -4 = l(PY,,~~ynXnY x )l 
= IU’J’P,,,R,x,,, R;x,)l 
>, ~1 I(Rixn, Rixn)l 
= a /Ixnl/2 
= a lIFnx,ll* 
3 +a. 
Let now yn=Xn-PPYn+, x,. By assumption (1) A? is semitinite, hence we 
can apply Lemma 1 to obtain that x, -+JRWO. Since I/ Py,, 1x,/I -+ 0 we 
thus have y, +ORW Oandy,~P,H,whereP,=P,~-PP,n+,~p(&’)andare 
mutually orthogonal by (d). Clearly for n large enough, [(Ty,, y,)l = 
/o,“( T)I > aa. Since OJ T) = Mo,~( U*6( U)), by the properties of the 
invariant mean mentioned in Section 3, we have that 
sup(\o,(U*G(U)I I UE%} > aa. Thus we can find for every n, a unitary 
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V,,E% such that I(V,*G(V,)y,,y,)l >a~. Let A=C,“=, V,P,, then AESZ 
and 
I(A*&A)yn, YJ = I(P,A*W)P,Y,,Y,J 
= I(P,(A*AT-A*TA)P,y,,y,)l 
=I(p,~,*~(~,)p,Y,,Y,)l 
= I(~,*~(~,)Y,>Y?Jl 
>g! 
for all n. Therefore llS(A) y,,ll k 0. But because of (**) in Section 2, we 
have 6(A) # f(g), which completes our proof. Q.E.D. 
5. THE PROPERLY INFINITE CASE 
As in [7] we can use Theorem 4 to extend our result to the properly 
infinite case, i.e., 
THEOREM 11. Let d be a properly infinite unital von Neumann sub- 
algebra of g containing the center 27 of 9?. For every derivation 
6: ~4 + f(g) there is a TE $(99) such that 6 = ad T. 
Before we start the proof let us recall that if d is properly infinite there 
is an infinite countable decomposition of the identity into mutually 
orthogonal projections of d, all equivalent in & to I, and thus a fortiori 
equivalent in 93 to 1 (Corollary 2, Sect. 8.6111 [4]). Therefore there is a 
spatial isomorphism 
with H, = I’(Z) and 
(Proposition 5, Sect. 2.4.1 [4]). Recall also that the elements B of a (or 2) 
are represented by bounded matrices [BY], i, Jo Z with entries in a (or a) 
by the formula 
(10 E,) T(ZO E,,) = Tjk 0 Ei,, 
where E, is the canonical matrix unit of B(H,). In particular if 9, 9 are 
the maximal abelian subalgebras of B(H,) of Laurent (resp. diagonal) 
matrices, then B E g @ 3 (resp. BE 3? @ 9) iff [ Bii] is a Laurent (resp. a 
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diagonal) matrix with entries in B, i.e., B, = B,_ j, where B, denotes the 
entry along the kth diagonal (resp. B,= 6,Bji) for all i, Jo Z. 
LEMMA 12. (a) Let O#BEW und O#KEB(H,,), then B@KE~(~) 
lff BE f(g) and KE K(H,) (i.e., K is compact in the usual, euclidean sense) 
(b) (g@Y)nd(g)= (0). 
Proof: (a) Assume BE y(a) and KE K(H,), then by (*) in Section 2 
for every E > 0 there are projections P, Q finite in 9 and B(H,), respec- 
tively, such that 
lIB(Z-P)II GE, IM- Q,ll <E. 
Then 
IlBOK(I-PoQ)ll 6~(liBIl + IIKII) 
and since POQ is finite in 9 (see Propositions 1.9.IV and 2.26.V [12]) 
again by (*) in Section 2, we have B @ K E f(a). Assume now that B and 
hence B*B are not in f(g). Then by (*) there is an CI > 0 and a projection 
P$ y(g) such that B*B 3 ctP. Since K # 0 there is a a > 0 and a projection 
0 # Q E B( H,) such that K*K> /3Q. Thus 
(BOK)* (BOK)3ctBPOQ&$@), 
since P @ Q is not finite and thus B@ K$ d(B). Similarly if K+! K( H,). 
(b) Let BE (B@ 5’) n y(B) and assume that B # 0. Clearly we can 
then assume that B> 0. Let [B,] be the (Laurent) matrix representing B. 
Then B=A*A for some AES?@Y yields Bo=C,,., IA,12 whence B,>O 
and B,#O. Since 
we see by (a) that B, E d(B). Then by (*) in Section 2 we can find a finite 
projection Q’ E &? with 0 # Q’ < R, (the range projection of B,). We can 
also find a projection Q E p(g), Q < Q’, and a unit vector x E QH such 
that o, is a faithful trace on G?o. Then it is easy to verify that o,@!, is a 
faithful trace on BpsEoo (where {e,} jE Z is the canonical basis of 
H, = 12(Z)), that Q 0 E,, are mutually orthogonal projections, and that 
U,=Q@E,,: (QO&,,) HOHo-, (QOE,,) HO H, 
are partial isometries implementing the equivalence Q @ E,, - Q @ E,,. 
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Then Lemma 1 applies (with F,, = I) and hence x, = x@ e, +aRW 0. But 
then 
(B&I, x?J = ((ZQ Km) WQ Ju x,, x,) 
= ((BOO&J XQe,, XQe,) 
=(&x, x) 
and (B,x,x)#O since XEQZZ~B~ZZ. Thus jIBx,II k0 and by (**) Sec- 
tion 2 we have B q! j(g). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Let F=q50604-’ then 
d : B + $4(+9(B)) =y(&) 
is a relative compact derivation. Let us define the following von Neumann 
algebras: 8=gna’, &?r=S@Y, &,=#-‘(&?r), &=d@6p, and 
2: = d, 0 9. First, let us notice that 
by Lemma 2(b) and Corollary 5.1O.IV [12]. Therefore 
~~nf(~)=~-‘(A;)ng(~)=~-‘(~;n~(~))= (0) 
because 4 is spatial Now 
~=(C49@B(H,))n(9Y@Z) 
=3”QzcJ2Q2. 
Thus we can apply Theorem 4 to the derivation $ restricted to the abelian 
subalgebra A$ of B and we obtain a T, Ed such that $, = a- ad T, 
vanishes on 2,. Now 
2*CS?QOCC’Q~=i2~. 
Therefore for all A, E J& and A, E Jz we have 
g,(A,A,)=A,B,(A*)=~,(A,A,)=S,(A,)A,, 
i.e., $‘,(A,) and A 1 commute and hence 
T,(i&)cd2;nf(3)= (0). 
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Thus 8, also vanishes on J&. Now &$ is abelian and hence so are &I and 
2:. Moreover, 
implies 
and hence 
Thus we can apply again Theorem 4 to the relative compact derivation b, 
restricted to &. Let T,E~(&) be such that b, agrees with ad T, on ax. 
Since 
and b, vanishes on z&, we see that ad T, vanishes on SZZ, @I, i.e., 
Then for all i, Jo Z, ( TZ)ii~ .d’, and 
whence by Lemma 12(a) ( Tz); E 2(g). But we saw that &‘, n f(&?) = {0}, 
hence (T,), = 0 for all i, j E Z, so T, = 0. Therefore $, vanishes also on 2, 
and hence on I@ 9. Now 9 and 9 generate B( Ho), whence gz = d 0 9 
and Z@9 generate 2. Thus by the o-weak continuity of 8, (see Lemma 
1.3 [7]) we see that $,=$--ad T,=O, i.e., $=ad T,. Clearly 
6 = ad Q ~ ‘(T, ) and Q - ‘(T, ) E $(S?), which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
6. C,-DERIVATIONS 
Let us assume in this section that 99 is semifinite and let 7 be a fsn trace 
on it. Beside the closed ideal f(a) we can also consider the (nonclosed) 
two-sided norm-ideals C,(98,7) for 1 < p < cc defined by 
C,(&?,r)={B~c4?~7(~B~“)<cc} 
/IBllp=WV’)“” for BE C,(&?, 7). 
Obviously, 
C,(B, 7) = @n LP(93, t), 
where the latter is the noncommutative LP-space of S? relative to 7 (see 
C131). 
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Recall the following facts about LP(M) spaces in the case of a general 
von Neumann algebra M and 1 < p < co (L”(M) is identified with M): 
LP(M) is a Banach space, its dual is isomorphic to LY(M) (with 
l/p + l/q = l), and the duality is established by the functional tr on L’(M), 
where if A E LP(M), BE Ly( M) we have AB, BA E L’(M) and 
WW = MBA), Itr(AB)l d II~llpllBlly, 
(Holder’s inequality; see Proposition 21, Theorem 23, Proposition 24, 
Chap. II [13]). Of course, if M= g we can identify LP(M) with Lp(98, r) 
and tr with r. The following inequality will be used here only in the 
semilinite case and in the context of C,-ideals, but since the same proof 
holds for LP-spaces, we shall consider the general case. The interpolation 
proof is due to H. Kosaki (private communications). 
LEMMA 13. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, 1 d p < co, A E LP(M) 
andQl,Q2Ep(W, QlQ2=0, Q,+Q,=z. Then 
IiAll::~ IlQJQ,ll;+ IIQ,AQ,Ilp P’ 
ProoJ: Let us first note that 
I I i QiAQi ‘= t IQ;AQ;IP i=l i= 1 
whence 
Consider first p = 1 and take the polar decompositions 
Q,AQ;= Ut IQiAQil, i= 1, 2. 
Then UiUi and UIUi are majorized by Ql and hence Ui commutes with 
Qt. Therefore B = (U, + U,)* commutes with Qi and ~~B~~ = 1. Then 
IIAII 1 3 Itr BAI 
= f llQrAQill1. 
t=l 
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Consider now 1 < p < cc and let l/p + l/q = 1. Let BE LY(M) be such that 
llBll,< 1 and 
Take the polar decompositions A = U 1 A 1 and B = V I BI, then u, V are in 
M and I Al, I BI are in L”(M), L”(M), respectively. Let 
Then by using Lemmas 19 and 22, II [ 131 and standard arguments, it is 
easy to see that f is analytic on 0 < Re z < 1 and continuous and bounded 
on 0 < Re z < 1. Then by the three line theorem (see Theorem 3.7 [3]) we 
have 
f(-) * 6 Max If( ‘h Max I f( 1 + it)1 ‘jp. P IER IER 
Now f(l/p) = IICf=, QjAQiJp and by Holder’s inequality 
If( = tr 
I ( 
i QiU IAIiP’QjV IBI piy’ lBIY 
/=I !I 
d ,g, QjUIAI’P’QjvIBI-‘Y’ 
II II 
II IBIYII 1 
G Max llQ,u I@” Q,ll) II v IBI T IIBII:: i 
<1 
Again by Holder’s inequality applied twice and by the result already 
obtained in the p = 1 case, 
QiuIAIiP’lAIPQjVIBI~‘Yr 
)I 
d it1 Q,u IAIiP’ IAlP Q, 
I II 
II v IBI --rqrll 
I 
G IIWAliP’ IAIPII, 
d lI~IAIiP’II /IIAI”II, 
d IIAII;. 
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Thus f(l/p) d (JAJI, whence by the second equality in this proof, 
Q.E.D. 
Now we extend Theorem 4 to C,-classes. Notice that the condition 
3 cd is not needed. 
THEOREM 14. Let g be a semifinite von Neumann algebra and t be a 
faithful semifinite normal trace on ~8. Let d be a unital abelian von 
Neumann subalgebra of 33 and let 1 6 p < 00. Then for every derivation 
6: d + C,(B, 7) there is a TE C&S?, T) such that 6 = ad T. 
ProojY As seen in Section 3, 6 = ad T for a TE 93 with d(T) = 
M& U*6(U)) for all 4 EB* (where M is a given invariant mean) and 
without loss of generality we can assume that T= T*. 
Assume by contradiction that T$ C,(B, T). Let 
Y= {PM’@?) I PTP$C,(B,z)}. 
Take any arbitrary P E 9. If P were minimal in d then dP = @P, hence for 
all U E ??/ there is an Q E @ such that UP = SZP and then, as in the proof of 
Lemma 8, it is easy to obtain that PTP = 0 against PE 8. Then let 
Q E P’(d) be such that 0 # Q $ P and let Q, = Q, Q2 = P - Q. We have 
PTP= i QiTQ,+s(Q,)Q,+s(Qz)Q, 
i=l 
whence for either i = 1 or i= 2 we have QjTQi$ C,(g, r) and hence Qie 8. 
This shows that 9” has no minimal projections. Hence if d = (E,} is a 
maximal (downward directed) chain in 9 and E, = inf 6’ = lim, E,, then &, 
is not in B for otherwise there would be a P $ E,,, PE .9’ against the 
maximality of E. Therefore E, - E, E B by the same reasoning as above. 
Let P, = I- (E, - E,). Then P, increases to I. Let us construct induc- 
tively a sequence Y,, of indices, Qn E .9(g) such that 
(i) YAY~+~ 
(ii) z(QJ < * 
(iii) Qn < PYn - P,“-, 
(iv) IIQn TQnllp > 1. 
Assume the construction (which can be started with an arbitrary 7) up to 
n - 1. Let A = (I- P,,-,) T(Z- P,,-,). Then A = A* and A # C,(&?, r), i.e., 
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r( JA 1”) = co. Hence we can find a projection R E Y(g) such that z(R) < 00 
and z(lAIP R)> 1. The function 
P,AP, + IP,AP,IP= (P,A*P,AP,)p’2 
strongly continuous (see Proposition 2.3.2 [lo]) hence 
frslim, IP,AP,IP= ]AJP and, by Proposition 1, Section 6.1, I [4], 
limr(]P,AP,IP R)=z(lAIPR)> 1. 
Y 
Thus we can find yn > yn- i such that 
By the same reasoning, we can find a projection Q,, < P," - P;+, such that 
t(Q,) < cc and 
Then by Holder’s inequality we have that I]Q, rQ,,II p > 1 which completes 
the induction. Then let l/p + l/q = 1 and let B, E C,(.!8, t) be such that 
/IM,6 1 and IIQn~Qnllp =~(QJQJJ > 1. Let 404 =~(Qn~Qn4JT then 
again by Proposition 1, Section 6.1, I [4] we have that 4 ~a.+. But then 
II Q, TQ, II p = 4 T) 
= l&q u*q U)) 
~~~P{I~(~*wJ))I I UE@!) 
<SUP{ IIQ,,U*&U, Qnll, I UE@}. 
Thus we can find a U, E % such that 
llQ,C~(~,, Q,ll,> 1. 
Let 
Then 
whence by Lemma 13 we have U*d(U) I$ C,(%!?, z) and hence 
6(U) 4 C,(g, z), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 15. Let 93 be a semifinite von Neumann algebra with a fsn 
trace t, let ~4 be a properly infinite von Neumann subalgebra of g and let 
1 6 p < CO. Then for every derivation 6: d + C,(W, z) there is a TE CJ.93, z) 
such that 6 = ad T. 
The proof is an easy adaption of the proof of Theorem 11. In the 
notations introduced there, it is easy to see that #(C,(B, z)) = C&a, ?), 
where z”= z@~~ and zO is the usual trace on B(H,). We can actually sim- 
plify the proof by choosing 2, = Z@ 9 since the condition 3 cd is no 
longer required in Theorem 14. 
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